**Abstract**

**Objective**: Brain β-amyloid(Aβ) burden is one of the most important pathophysiological markers of Alzheimer diseases(AD). It is also important to note geriatric depression(GD) is associated with developing AD. But, there are few studies that have examined cortical Aβ levels in GD. The purpose of this study is exploring relationship between brain amyloid deposition and cognitive function in GD

**Methods**: Participants included elderly patients over 60-year-old with major depressive disorder who had subjective cognitive complaints, not been diagnosed with dementia yet. Thirteen participants received cognitive assessments by Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status(RBANS), and were checked ^18^F-labeled amyloid PET. We quantified the standard uptake value ratio(SUVR) as the degree of amyloid deposition. And correlation analysis between amlyoid deposition of each brain region and cognitive function performed.

**Results**: Ten subjects were judged as β-amyloid-negative(Aβ-), and 3 subjects as β-amyloid-positive(Aβ+). In both group, mean Aβ deposition was most in frontal region, followed by occipital, temporal, parietal lobe, and when the brain further subdivided, globus pallium(GP) was the most deposition region, followed by posterior cingulum, putamen. Differences of the mean Aβ deposition between Aβ+ and Aβ- group was found in right orbital frontal region most, followed by precuneus, posterior cingulum. In result of correlation analysis, immediate memory abilities are correlated negatively with amyloid deposition in following brain regions, left caudate, anterior cingulum, left calcarine, left putamen, respectively. Delayed memory abilities are correlated negatively with amyloid deposition in left calcarine. And such correlations also are observed in between visuospatial function and right caudate, between attention and left middle frontal region, negatively.

**Conclusion**: In patients with GD, Aβ deposition was most in GP in which typically Alzheimer's disease have a little Aβ. Memory, attention, and visuospatial function were negatively correlated with amyloid deposition in certain brain region respectively.
